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Sept. 9, 2015
To Northern Pass and Members of the SEC and others involved,
From the very beginning of this foreign invasion into our dear State of New Hampshire, I have
been opposed to the project. The tactics used by this Corporation from another country have
progressed from silent contacts, intimidation with the threat of eminent domain, enticing
amounts of money, coersion from family members who were duped into accepting Northern
Pass money, and eventually gross amounts of money to the last of those greedy enough to sell
out our dear State. I have personally seen citizen turned against citizen, friend against friend,
family against family, relative against relative, with the results on occasion keeping family
members from speaking to each other.
We have seen persistant attempts to change our minds with promises of all kinds, including
how much better off we will be when Northern Pass is in control. We are flooded with monthly
news letters of propaganda expounding the glories of this monstrous project which after
reading I immediately burn. As a citizen of this great state I am horrified that some people do
not see what is happening. A foreign corporation is dictating to “we the people” what they
intend to do in our beloved New Hampshire.
Citizens of all the towns through which this project will pass voted that “we the people” do not
need or want this project. Still Northern Pass does not listen nor care what we want.
My question is “why?” I will answer my own question. There is one reason and only one.
GREED! What is the ultimate goal of this Northern Pass project? To make a profit. To make
money. To line the pockets of those who run the foreign corporation. That’s the bottom line.
They do not care about the people of NH one bit. They’ll do and say anything to get their way
because they want to make money
Members of the SEC who will determine if Northern Pass gets permits or not need to listen to
the people of this great State of NH. Hear what we are saying and do not grant these permits.
Honor the wishes of the majority of the people who are against this project. Let us not forsake
the “we the people” only to grant the greedy desires of a foreign corporation who has invaded
us and now wants to dictate how our future energy needs are met.
The granite state needs to stand together, listen to its people and prevent this project as
proposed with a strong backbone.
From most blessed NH citizen,
Lynne Placey
1043 South Hill Road
Stewartstown, NH 03576
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